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    Every custom case has its own history of origin 
            bwh Spezialkoffer develops solutions for individual 
                                          case requirements - as exemplified by the CWS SmartWash                    
                                          case. 
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bwh Spezialkoffer manufactory is one of the world's industry 

leaders when it comes to the development and production of 

custom cases. Their success is the individual case 

construction - whether in large or small series. Customised 

products are also part of the repertoire of the specialists 

from northern Westphalia. What all cases have in common, 

however, is their own history of origin. Because nothing 

comes off the peg at bwh. But from a large pool of specially 

developed model series, individual components and proven 

materials. The know-how of the about 140 employees lies in 

the customised construction of cases. And this is what bwh 

customers worldwide appreciate: the flexibility of a 

craftsman's workshop with the professionalism of an 

internationally active company. 

 

In the end, something special always results 
For example, this is how the SmartWash presentation case 

was created for CWS Hygiene Deutschland GmbH & Co. 

KG. A high-quality product for which a presentation form 

was needed that is guaranteed to be remembered during 

demonstrations: Built into the case is a mixing fitting that 

mixes water, soap and air with each touch-free wash cycle, 

saving up to 90 per cent water and up to 60 per cent soap. 

"It is impossible to find even a suitable case on the open 
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market," reports Claudia Kheite, who is responsible for 

marketing at bwh. "The CWS-SmartWash is an innovation in 

the industry and is intended to appeal to the senses of 

potential customers during on-site demonstrations: see it, 

touch it and experience it in action. And we implemented 

this with a lot of know-how and creativity. The CWS sales 

representatives now simply lift the lid off the case, plug it 

into the socket and the presentation can start. Everything is 

customised, clearly arranged and easy to operate. The 

necessary technology is invisibly installed in the case and 

even for accessories such as towels and soap, suitable 

external pockets have been developed." 

The cases are used all over the world and therefore have to 

withstand a lot during numerous transports and frequent 

use. All materials were selected with these specifications in 

mind. The result is an extraordinary, elegant and at the 

same time robust presentation case. 

 

From the idea to series production 
Whether a robust transport case for bulky goods, a burglar-

proof case for valuable contents, a practical case for 

sensitive measurement technology or simply an elegant 

case for product presentations. They all have a unique 

development history. From an initial idea, the production of 

prototypes leads to individual cases that are ready for series 

production and precisely tailored to the needs of their future 

tasks. In the numerous individual production steps, it quickly 

becomes clear how well traditional craftsmanship can be 

combined with industrial production processes. The 

customer can influence the design development throughout, 

from the sample case to the series production of his case. 

 

About bwh special case manufacture:  
For almost 40 years the bwh Spezialkoffer GmbH from 

Hörstel-Bevergern in Germany has been synonym for 

individual case solutions developed according to the highest 



quality criteria. With around 130 employees, more than 

150,000 cases are produced every year for a wide variety of 

applications. Today the company has long since become 

one of the European market leaders in the development and 

production of exclusive transport, presentation, sample or 

equipment cases.  
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